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CHAPTER

ONE

MONTAGE USER GUIDE

1.1 User Login

Montage user accounts can be managed by the builtin user management system or connected to a facility’s LDAP
or Active Directory (AD) infrastructure. Please contact your system administrator if you require more information
regarding the login infrastructure at your facility. All user transactions are logged and can be audited at any time in
accordance with HIPAA guidelines.

To access Montage, navigate to the URL provided by your system administrator (e.g.
https://demo.montagehealthcare.com). Enter the username and password provided to you by your facility and
click on the “Login” button.
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1.1.1 Forgotten Password

Note: The “Forgotten Password” feature only works if using the builtin user management. If your system has
LDAP/AD user administration, please contact your system administrator to reset your LDAP/AD password.

If you have forgotten your password, you can update your password. First click on the “Forgotten Password?” link on
the login screen, which will navigate you to a page where you will need to enter your email address and then click on
the “Reset my password” button.

You will receive an email with instructions to navigate to a page to complete the password reset for your account:

You are receiving this e-mail because you requested a password reset
for your user account at demo.montagehealthcare.com.

Please go to the following page and choose a new password:

https://demo.montagehealthcare.com/accounts/reset/098abcd7654/

Your username, in case you have forgotten: demo

This page will require you to enter a new password and then re-enter it to confirm. After that is completed, click on
the “Change my password” button. This completes the password change and you can now login.
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1.2 Montage Search

1.2.1 Searching

Montage is designed with ease of use as the top priority. After you have logged into the system, the search page will
look similar to many of the top Internet search engines.

1.2. Montage Search 3
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To perform a basic search, enter your search terms into the search box and click on the “Search” button or simply
press the Enter button on your keyboard. The search results are then returned in a format that is similar to a typical
Internet search engine.
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The basic search box will search associated report metadata as well as the report text. As an example, the user has
entered the search phrase fracture University, which will return all radiology reports that contain the word fracture
and also contain University, these two elements can be located anywhere within the body or metadata. In this case,
University was the organization in the metadata. Click on the report text to expand view the entire report.
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Boolean Search Syntax

The Advanced Search page allows you to build complex queries without having to know the actual Boolean search
syntax.

However, there may be complex cases where you will need to build a complicated query using this syntax. You can
enter the Boolean operators directly into the search box.

AND operator By default, all terms are AND’ed together, but to make this explicit:

moderate & cardiomegaly

OR operator Asthma or pneumonia:

asthma | pneumonia

NOT operator Pneumothorax, but not tension:

pneumothorax -tension

Phrase The exact phrase “moderate cardiomegaly” must exist in the report, not just the words “moderate” and “car-
diomegaly”:

"moderate cardiomegaly"

Grouping Group operations with Parentheses. Here we search for reports about tension pneumothorax that do not
have the an endotracheal tube:

pneumothorax tension -(endotracheal tube)
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Proximity Searching “catheter” must occur within 5 words of “internal”:

"internal catheter"~5

Exact Form

New in version 2.3. To prevent the use of stemming, we can ensure the exact word form is only retrieved.
To find “tumors” but not “tumor”:

=tumors

Impression & Indication Searching

New in version 2.2. To limit a search to the Impression section:

@impression pneumothorax

Similarly, limiting to the Indication:

@indication headache

Any boolean syntax is permitted inside the field limit:

@impression tension pneumothorax -(endotracheal tube)

Advanced Search

To filter the results by specific fields or to perform advance Boolean searches without knowing the Boolean Search
Syntax, you can use the Advanced Search page, available under the search box.

The Advanced Search page allows filtering by modality, exam code, organization, patient sex and age, and by the
reporting and ordering providers.

1.2. Montage Search 7
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1.2.2 Search Results

The search results are returned in a format that is similar to standard Internet search engines. Once you have narrowed
your search terms down, you can perform additional tasks with the data that you have. In this section, we will describe
how the system displays your results by default as well as instructions on how to modify the layout and look of your
search results.

Sorting

By default the system will sort your search results by relevance. The relevancy of the report is determined by a complex
algorithm based upon multiple factors.

The system also allows the user to modify how the results are sorted:

• Relevance (using the relevancy algorithm)

• Date ascending (oldest reports first)

• Date descending (newest reports first)
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Number of Results

The system will return the number of matching results and the amount of time it took to search the data for those
results. If you have more than one medical specialty report database connected to Montage then it will also display
the number of results found in each of those report database. For example, if Montage has indexed both radiology and
pathology report database, then it will show the number of results for each.

1.2. Montage Search 9
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Viewing Reports

Montage makes it easy to view the full report text and related reports from other information systems all within the
Montage interface.

To quickly view the full report text, just move your mouse cursor over the procedure code link for a result. A small
pop up window will appear with the full report text.
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Another method of viewing the full text report is by clicking anywhere within the result. The result will expand to
show the full report. To collapse the report, double click on the expanded report.

1.2. Montage Search 11
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Export To Excel

Montage allows you to export the reports into MS Excel (XLS) or Comma Separated Value (CSV) files. To export
click on the “Export” button.
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Select either CSV or Excel, the amount of results you would like to export, and check the acknowledgment field.
Finally, click on the download button.

1.2. Montage Search 13
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Patient Timeline

To quickly view all reports associated with a patient, click the “Patient Timeline” button.
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You then see a color coded boxes for each report related to that patient. Hovering over each box displays the full report
text. Clicking on the box takes you to the Patient Jacket. Different color codes allow quick assessment of the types of
reports that exist for the patient; for example, a yellow box indicates that report also contains the search query.

1.2. Montage Search 15
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Patient Jacket

There is also an advanced patient timeline view, which allows you to look at the patient’s entire history within a single
page. To reach this Patient Jacket, click on the procedure code link at the top of a report.
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The Patient Jacket allows searching within only the given patient’s reports.

1.2. Montage Search 17
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1.2.3 Optimizing the Search

Montage offers several tools to easily optimize your search.
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Maximize Positive Findings

The first optimization tool allows a user to “Maximize Positive Findings” by eliminating false positives from the search
results. This tool utilizes a natural language processing (NLP) algorithm that removes results that contain a negation
of the search term.

For example, simply searching for pneumothorax will likely result in many reports which contain a negative finding
of pneumothorax (e.g. no pneumothorax or no findings of pneumonthorax). “Maximize Positive Findings” will show
only reports that are positive for pneumothorax.

1.2. Montage Search 19
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Query Expansion

The next search optimization is the “Query Expansion” tool. Query Expansion uses a radiology-specific ontology to
expand the original search query with related terms (i.e. acronyms and synonyms).

For instance, if you search for ms and then invoke the query expansion tool, results that match related terms, such as
multiple sclerosis will also be returned.

Each related terms can be removed individually if so desired, giving the user full control over the query expansion
option once invoked.
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1.2.4 Search Analytics

Montage can aggregate the results to display analytics, broken down by sex, age, ordering provider, etc. Once you
have narrowed down your search to the target population, click the “Analyze” button.

1.2. Montage Search 21
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In real-time, Montage will compute the analytics and provide the appropriate graphs.
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1.3 Montage Sequential Search

Sequential Search is a powerful extension to the normal Montage Search, allowing you to find patients who have two
specified imaging studies within a defined period of time.

One way to think about it is conducting a search for A, then a search for B, then finding the intersection of patients
who have at least one report with A and at least one report with B

1.3.1 Sequential Search Example

Let’s try to find the set of patients who had a chest tube placed, and within 10 days had a positive pneumothorax.

To start, we conduct a normal search for pneumothorax and click the “Maximize Positive Findings” button. You will
notice that our search is now in the bottom right under “Recent Searches,” this will be what we call our “Secondary
Query.”

Now, clear out all searches and conduct a new search for chest tube. You will see the “Sequential Search” button, but
it is not currently enabled.

1.3. Montage Sequential Search 23
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To allow us to conduct a Sequential Search, we must currently limit our query to a specified date range. This chest
tube query is what we call our “Primary Query”. Once that is done, we can click “Sequential Search”.

Note: As of Montage v3.0, a Date Range on the Primary Query is required for performance reasons. See Limitations.
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We are taken to another page to build our sequential search. We need to combine our Primary Query with our Sec-
ondary Query, so we select the tension pneumothorax with the Positive Findings filter. We can reduce the default
offset days from 30 to 10. The panel at the right gives a plain-English description of what our sequential search will
do. When ready, you can click “Search”.

The results page will show the results grouped by Patient. Clicking on the Patient will go into their Patient Jacket.
Hovering over any report will show the report’s content. Green lines above the report indicate it matched the Primary
Query. Orange lines below the report indicate it matched the Secondary Query. Reports with both Green and Orange
lines matched both queries.
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The Patient’s MRN is only visible if the user has the Can view PHI (MRN) permission, otherwise it just displays
“Patient” with a link to that patient’s jacket.

1.3.2 Offset Days

By default, Sequential Search looks cases that matches the Secondary Query that occurred 0 to 30 days after the case
that matches the Primary Query. We could change to look for Secondary cases that exist 30 to 90 days after the Primary
case.

But you are not limited to only Secondary cases that occur after the Primary case, you can enter negative ranges. For
example we could enter -90 to -45 to look for Secondary cases that occur 45 to 90 days before the Primary case.

Order can also be ignored by using a negative to positve range, e.g -30 to 30 days, which would find Secondary cases
that occurred within 30 days of the Primary case

1.3.3 Limitations

Sequential Search requires on-demand computation of a huge amount of data. For that reason, Sequential Search is
currently limited to only 100k results per individual Search (i.e. the Primary Query can only match 100k reports and
the Secondary Query can only match 100k reports). If either query returns more than 100k reports, an error message
will occur. It is recommended to use a smaller date range on the Primary Query to reduce the search space down below
100k reports. You can then iterate through date ranges.

1.3.4 Exporting

Sequential Search can be exported similarly to the regular Search Export, but with several additional columns related
to the sequential results:
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Patient Counter Each row contains 1 report, the “Patient Counter” column contains an incrementing counter indi-
cating which rows below to which patient. For example, if rows 2-4 have a value of “1”, the reports in rows
2-4 would be for the same patient, then rows 5-6 have a value of “2” that would be for the second patient. The
“Patient Counter” is especially useful when users lack the Can export PHI (MRN) permission

Primary Match Contains a True/False value. If True, the report in this row positively matched the Primary Query. If
False, the report in this row did not match the Primary Query.

Secondary Match Contains a True/False value. If True, the report in this row positively matched the Secondary
Query. If False, the report in this row did not match the Secondary Query.

Days Offset from Primary The number of fractional days, within the defined “Offset Days,” to the closest Primary
match. A positive number indicates this row occurred after the primary, a negative number indicates this row
occurred before the primary.

In cases when there are multiple positive results that satisfy the criteria, the absolute minimum (i.e. the closest)
Primary match is used.

Most Primary matches will have a 0 value, since it is offsetting from itself. However, if a Primary match also
fulfills the Secondary Query (e.g. the “Primary Match” and “Secondary Match” columns are both True), the
“Days Offset” will contain the number of days from the other Primary.

1.4 Montage Analytics

Montage Analytics is designed to be a easy-to-use tool for understanding practice productivity. It presents commonly
useful visualizations as pre-built dashboards, while allowing users to dig deeper with custom graphs.

• Custom Graph
– Concepts and Measurements
– Chart Types
– Filters
– Exporting
– Permalink

• Dashboards
• FAQ

1.4.1 Custom Graph

The Custom Graph forms the basis of Montage Analytics, allowing the user to define the axes, filters, and visual
presentation of the data. And if Montage Analytics is unable to provide an answer to a complex question, you can
export your existing filtered dataset into Excel.

Concepts and Measurements

On the Montage Analytics page, you will see the option for the Custom Graph at the bottom with two drop downs, one
for Concepts and one for Measurements. Concepts are typically the X-axis on a graph, i.e. the independent variable.
Measurements are the dependent variable that typically forms the Y-axis.
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For instance, to examine radiologist volume, you would pick Reporting Provider as the Concept and Volume as the
Measurement.

There are currently 3 basic Measurements:

• Volume - A count of the number of reports (effectively by Accession Number)

• Turnaround Time - The difference in time between two time-points (user-selectable). Both a Median and Mean
version are offered. The Mean can be overly influenced by outliers.

• Relative Value Units - The summed RVU value for the user-selected unit type (e.g. Work RVU). Note that the
Relative Value Units requires an acceptable upload of the current chargemaster.

Most Concepts are self-explanatory, but to address several common questions:

• Date Interval - Show trends over time, for instance the volume by date over the past 30 days. Both the date
range (start and end date) and resolution (hour, day, month, year) are user-selectable.

• Date Group - Show what the average hour-of-day, day-of-week, month-of-year over a period of time. For
example, does the Turnaround Time spike on average every Saturday and Sunday. The date grouping and date
range are both user-selectable.

Chart Types

On the top of the left-hand side of the Custom Graph page, there is a Chart Type drop-down, which let’s you pick the
visual presentation style of the graph data.
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For instance, if you want to would rather the data be available as a Bar chart instead of a Line graph, you can. For
results with dozens or hundreds of elements, a Table is likely the best option.

For most Concept-Measurement pairs, Montage tries to automatically pick a sane default

Filters

The Filters on the left-hand side of the Custom Graph page, allow you to narrow down the data you are interested in
analyzing. For example, you can filter RVU calculations by specific Organizations or analyze a specific date range.

Most filters are self-explanatory, but a few notes about several:

• Date allows the start and inclusive-end date to be selected. The Smart Date is the preferred method of use, since
Montage can learn what analysis you typically perform and pre-build the analytics before you log on.

• Date Event allows you to decide what event should the start and end date limit by (e.g. By exam ordered, exam
completed, prelim report, final report, etc).

• Date Interval appears when using the Concept of the same name, allowing you to select the resolution to examine
the data (e.g. Hour, Day, Month, Year)

• Date Grouping appears when using the Date Group Concept, allowing you to select the resolution of the group-
ing, e.g. by hour-of-day, day-of-week, day-of-month, week-of-year, and month-of-year.

• Turnaround Events appears when using the Turnaround Time Measurements. It allows you to select the start
and end timepoints to compute the Turnaround Time. For example, you may want to know the median time
between exam ordered and a finalized report, or perhaps exam completed to a preliminary report. The available
values here depend upon what information Montage is able to extract from the RIS.

• RVU Types appears when using the Relative Value Units Measurement and allows selection of the RVU to use
(e.g. Work, PE, MP, or Total)
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Exporting

The Custom Graph has several options for downloading the data once you have obtained the answer you need or
perhaps need to perform further analysis.

The export buttons are towards the upper right of the Custom Graph.

• Export Report Data is the most powerful option and will provide the same Excel export as the Search Export,
but with the same filters applied to the data. So if you filtered for stat exams in a specific time range, the XLS
file will only have stat exams during that time period. There is an upper bounds for performance and privacy
reasons, but this limit can possibly be increased by Montage Support if needed (however, Excel itself has several
hard-limits).

• Export Graph Summary will export the underlying X-Y points behind the graph (very similar to the Table Chart
Type), so you can re-create the graph yourself in Excel.

• The download icon in the top right of the chart allows saving of the chart image (only supported in modern
browsers).

Permalink

The Permalink button in the upper right, allows you to create a bookmarkable URL that saves the concept, measure-
ment, and filters that you built. You can save or share this Permalink, allowing quick access without having to re-select
filters if you perform the same regular analytics usage.

1.4.2 Dashboards

The Montage Analytics Dashboards, found as buttons on the main analytics page, present an graphical information
overview that our practice domain experts have put together that allows a quick understanding of practice productivity.

The Dashboards behind the scenes use the same Custom Graph described above and assemble multiple graphs on a
single page

1.4.3 FAQ

Are the graphs real-time? The answer largely depends on how Montage is configured to crawl the data from the RIS
or other source data system

Why do some analytics take a long time to run? Montage Analytics has to, on-demand, crunch a huge amount of
data using arbitrary sets of filters, so it can take some time for all the filtering and computations to run. However,
Montage does several approaches to make this as fast as possible, including precomputing commonly asked
graphs before the user even logs on

The Ordering Provider Dashboard or Concept is not displaying data It is likely that Montage is unable to capture
the time of exam order from the RIS or source system. You can select a different Date Event to use.

1.5 Montage QC

Montage QC is a powerful NLP-based tool that flags reports for common clinical, safety, documentation, and billing
errors.

Currently, Montage QC has three major areas, Critical Results, Mismatches, and PQRS. A full list of available
Montage QC Algorithms is provided.
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Montage QC is developed by domain experts and has been extensively validated. However, due to the complexity
of human language and subtle differences in dictation styles, incorrect detections can occur. Montage QC provides a
workflow for hiding incorrectly flagged cases. If there are common failures, speak with Montage Support to assist in
improving the accuracy.

Note: Many of the Montage QC algorithms require that or provide improved accuracy when CPT information is
associated with each report. An appropriate chargemaster must be uploaded.

1.5.1 QC Dashboards

From the home page, clicking on Montage QC, you arrive at a high level overview of recent QC events.

This dashboard shows the number of Critical Results, Mismatches, and PQRS events across the past 30 days.

Clicking on any of the numbers, sparklines, or titles will deliver you to the specific dashboard for that QC type. Let’s
click on the Critical Results box to explore.

1.5. Montage QC 31
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On the Critical Result dashboard, we can see all the active Critical Result Algorithms and counts of the number of
reports that have issues. For example, in this screenshot, there are three reports that Montage QC identified Tension
Pneumothorax in, one of which lacked a statement of notification.

Now click on Tension Pneumothorax to drill into these cases and examine:
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1.5.2 QC Worklist

Back on the QC landing page, click on the Unreviewed QC Events

1.5. Montage QC 33
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You will see a list of all the QC reports that have not been reviewed.
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Clicking Review on an individual report will allow you to mark Montage’s QC Algorithm as correctly or incorrectly
detecting the issue in the report.

1.5.3 FAQ

Can I add my own algorithms? Not currently, but the same underlying NLP technology is used in Montage Search,
so you can build you own search and add it as a Saved Search

Can I customize the algorithms? Not currently. The algorithms have been developed by domain experts and care-
fully validated, so small changes can have significant unintended consequences to algorithm performance. If
there are consistent failures, contact Montage Support and we can evaluate reasons for the failures.

Can I turn off specific algorithms? Yes, via the Montage Admin, individual algorithms can be disabled. Please
consider reaching out to Montage Support if you are seeing consistent false positives, so we can work together
to improve the algorithm’s performance. As of Montage v3.0, Montage Support can disable specific algorithms
for a set of Exam Types or for a set of stop words.

1.6 Montage Tips & Tricks

• Montage Search as Browser Search Provider
– Firefox
– Chrome
– Internet Explorer
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1.6.1 Montage Search as Browser Search Provider

You can register Montage as a search provider in your web browser, allowing you to use the browser’s search box to
query Montage.

Montage has separate search providers for each index, so navigate to the index you wish to search (e.g. Radiology or
Pathology), then follow the browser-specific instructions for Firefox, Chrome, or Internet Explorer.

Firefox

In Firefox, click the down arrow next to the current search provider, then click “Add Montage Radiology”.
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Chrome

In Chrome, right click the URL, then click “Edit search engines...”

1.6. Montage Tips & Tricks 37
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A preference tab will be opened, click on the “Make default” button on the “Montage Radiology” line (it will likely
be at the bottom of the list). You can then close the preference tab.
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Internet Explorer

In recent versions of Internet Explorer, click the down arrow at the far right of the search box, then click “Add Montage
Radiology”.
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1.7 Frequently Asked Questions

Note: Also see the Analytics FAQ and QC FAQ

Can I do Boolean searches? Yes you can. See Boolean Search Syntax for details.

How can I see the full report? You can view the full report without having to log in to the RIS separately. There are
two ways. First, you can simply mouseover the title of each returned result. Second, you can click anywhere on
the report text. This will show the rest of the report which you can also hide again with a double click.

I want to look for cases of pneumothorax but I see a lot of results with “no pneumothorax”. Is there a way for me to remove these?
Try the “Maximize Positive Findings” filter under the “Optimize” action. However, please note that this filter
may remove true positive cases.

What is the Analyze button? Montage will analyze all the results and give you breakdown of the results as to gender,
location, age groups, study years, most frequent exam codes, and most frequently ordering physicians.

How can I filter by dates? You can input the date range within the field boxes at the time of search or choose quick
filters by clicking on one of the predetermined filters (like “90 d” which would filter to only last 90 days) after
you do your initial search.

I noticed the results are not in chronological order. How come? Can I sort by date? The results are not in
chronological order as Montage returns what it feels are best matches first regardless of the date of study. If you
would like to sort by date, however, you can click on one of the sorting options.
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How can I filter by modality? You can simply click on one of the modalities. This modality filter looks up all the
exam codes associated with that particular modality to filter.

How can I select more than one modality? Select “Advanced Search” and you can select multiple modalities.

What is the “Patient Timeline”? When you click this, you will get a “timeline” of all the studies of this particular
patient. The orange-colored box indicates the current study. The blue-colored boxes are other studies of same
Exam Code. The gray-colored boxes are other studies which are of different Exam Code. When you mouse over
each box, you will get to see the full report for that particular study.

How can I export all the search results? You have two options. You can either export just the 10 results that are
currently on the screen or the entire result set. It will ask you to download a .xls or .csv file which can be opened
with Excel. You will find that this allows for quick exporting of data bypassing any manual inputting of data
into a spreadsheet.

Can I export more than 10,000 reports? By default, for performance reasons, Montage limits exports to 10 thou-
sand records. You can slice the data into smaller date ranges to export more data.

If that is not sufficient, it is possible to change a setting in Montage to increase this 10,000 limit, but it may
have performance consequences. Please contact your Support representative to perform the max export setting
change. Note that the XLS file format also has a relatively low limit to the number of rows supported in a file.

Can I save individual result to, say, a personal folder? Yes. You can click on the “Save Report” button.

Can I save also searches? Let’s say you repeat certain searches all the time. Especially if they are complex, you do
not want to retype that search string each time. So you can click on the “Save Search” button.

How do I search across patient’s jackets? Look at Montage Sequential Search as a way to combine two regular
searches to find patients who have studies that match both searches.
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CHAPTER

TWO

MONTAGE ADMINISTRATOR GUIDE

Note: The Administrator Guide is only intended for Montage “site staff,” not for normal users.

2.1 User Accounts

Montage features a powerful authentication and permission system, allowing administrators to define users and groups,
and assign permissions to either individual users or whole groups.

By default, Montage ships with a secure, internal system for storing user credentials. However, Montage can also be
configured to make use of user credentials from an LDAP provider, such as Microsoft’s ActiveDirectory.

2.1.1 User Management

User account management exists under the Admin page for users who have the Can use site admin. A listing of
current users can be found at User List.

Adding a User

Adding a new user is done on the Create User page, which prompts for the username, name, and email address.

Once the Create button is clicked, Montage will create an account for that username and assign that account the basic
permissions.

Editing a User

From the User List, Administrators can edit individual user accounts, by clicking on the username, then clicking on
the Edit User button.

The following properties can be set on the user’s account once the Save button is clicked.

Active

If unchecked, the user’s account is disabled, preventing the user from logging into Montage, effectively “deleting” the
user while preserving auditing information on the user.
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Groups

Each user can be assigned to multiple groups. Groups can be assigned permissions, thus providing a easy way to
assign common permissions to sets of users.

By default, Montage comes with a single group called Montage Users which is required to use Montage. If Montage
Users is not selected, the user’s account will be effectively disabled.

User permissions

Select what permissions the user should have. Note that the user can also have permissions applied at the group-level.

Permission Usage
Can export to Excel Allow data to be exported into Excel. Export will only be available if the user also has

access to that part of Montage.
Can export PHI
(Accession Number)

Allow user to export the Accession Number.

Can export PHI
(MRN)

Allow user to export the MRN.

Can export PHI
(Patient Name)

Allow user to export the patient name.

Can use Site Admin Grant system administrator privileges.
Can use Montage
Analytics

Allow access to Montage Analytics.

Can use Montage Allow access to Montage.
Can use Montage
QC

Allow access to Quality Control.

Can use Reporting
Provider Filters

Display reporting provider filters in Advanced Search and Montage Analytics.

Can use External
Launchers (e.g.
PACS)

If configured, a View Images button is available.

Can use Analyze in
Montage Search

Provide Search Analytics which allows the search results to be represented in various
graphs after clicking the ‘Analyze‘ button.

Can view Own
Analytics

Enable ‘My Dashboard‘ in Montage Analytics.

Can view PHI
(Accession Number)

Allow user to view the Accession Number. Note, if Can use External Launchers is
enabled and this permission is disabled, the PAC’s context may still require the
Accession Number, making it visible if depending upon the PACS. Note, this setting
does not control the content of exports, also use Can export PHI (Accession Number)

Can view PHI
(MRN)

Allow user to view the MRN. Note, this setting does not control the content of exports,
also use Can export PHI (MRN)

Can view PHI
(Patient Name)

Allow user to view the patient name. Note, this setting does not control the content of
exports, also use Can export PHI (Patient Name)

Warning: Before enabling the Can view PHI or Can export PHI, ensure that your institution wishes Montage
to display patient information, such as the patient’s name and MRN.

Note: For permissions granted allowing the exporting of data, the user will still be prompted to acknowledge that
PHI is contained.
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2.1.2 LDAP / ActiveDirectory

If Montage is configured to use LDAP, such as ActiveDirectory, Montage will use the LDAP server to authenticate the
user. Permissions are still managed inside Montage.

The user account must either be pre-created in Montage or enabled after the user tries to log in the first time. If a user
account as not been pre-created and the user successfully authenticates against LDAP, Montage will create an account
for the user but not assign it any permissions (thus it can not fully log in).

Note: If you receive an error message “A user with that username already exists,” it possibly indicates that the account
was created when authenticating the user against LDAP but that the account lacks the necessary permissions to access
Montage.

If the user exists in the User List, see Editing a User, to make sure the user is in the Montage Users group.

If pre-creating the user account the username must match the username stored in LDAP for the user exactly.

2.2 Group Organizations

New in version 2.5.

Note: The Group Organizations feature is not enabled by default in Montage. Enabling it requires a server configu-
ration modification done by your Montage Support personnel.

Montage Group Organizations allows users to only access reports from the Organizations they have been granted
permission to view. Useful for multi-hospital installs that wish to limit what data each hospital can view.

2.2.1 How it Works

If the Group Organizations feature has been enabled and configured, when a user conducts a search, analyzes data, or
tries to view any results, Montage will check to see what Organizations the user has been granted permission to access
and only display data from those permitted organizations.

Permission is granted via the Groups a user is assigned, and not directly to user accounts, to make the configuration
more re-usable. A Group may be allowed access to any number of Organizations.

The user’s effective Organization permissions are the union of all Organization permissions at the Group-level.

For example:

• There are four Organizations (Organization 1, Organization 2, Organization 3, and Organization 4).

• Group A has permission to access Organization 1 and Organization 2.

• Group B has permission to access Organization 3.

• User Jane is a member of Group A and Group B.

Therefore:

• User Jane can view data from Organization 1, Organization 2, and Organization 3

• User Jane can not view data from Organization 4
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2.2.2 How to Configure

To configure, go the Admin -> Groups. Either in a new or existing group, you can edit the Group. If the Group
Organizations feature has been enabled, you will see a select box with all the Organizations (if not visible, the feature
has not been enabled yet). You can select one or more Organizations this Group will have access to.

If you have created a new Group, make sure you go to relevant User accounts and assign them to this group.

On the User detail page, you will see a “Organization Audit”, under the “Permissions Audit”, which will state all the
Organizations data this user will see based upon her Group memberships.

When a new Organizations are added, it is the responsiblity of the Montage Admin to keep the Groups up to date.

Not every Group is required to have assigned Organizations. It is actually recommended to use separate groups, one
set of groups for Permissions and one set of groups for Organizations, then assign users into the appropriate Groups.

Warning: If this feature is enabled, extra Admin effort is required to set up and maintain the Organization-to-
Group and Group-to-User mappings.
If a user does not see any data in the application, it is likely that her account has not been put into any Groups that
have an Organization mapped.

2.2.3 Common Configurations Patterns

There are a number of patterns you can follow when setting up the Group-Organization mapping, however some
approaches will be easier to manage and maintain over the long-term. Below we provide several recommendations
and examples to assist in making effective mappings.

Organization Groups was designed with the Group abstraction between the User and the Organization to allow for:

• Easy bulk modifications. If a health system purchases a new hospital, it should be easy to grant access to a few
groups, without having to manually update every user’s account

• Grouping of user’s by role and/or location in an meaningful, atomic way, making it easy to add a Radiologist
who reads at two Organizations to two Groups.

• Separate Groups for Permissions and for Organizations, making it easy to create an “Admin” Group that has the
“Can use Montage Analytics” permission separate from a “Hospital A” and “Hospital B” Groups that have those
respective Organizations.

Multiple Radiology Groups within one Health System

A common configuration is a health system with a single RIS, serving multiple hospitals with radiology groups at
each hospital. Perhaps several radiologists read at multiple hospitals. The health system wants each radiology group
to only see reports read at the hospital they are associated with. There are a handful of health system administrators
who should have access to all data.

In this case, it is common to configure:

• A Group per radiology group, with each Group granted access to its associated organization. For instance,
“University Hospital Radiology” and “City Hospital Radiology”. The relevant radiologists would be assigned
into their respective Group.

• A Group for the Health System Administrators, with all Organizations selected.
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Radiology Practice Serving Multiple Hospitals

Some Montage implementations are for a single Radiology Group that serves multiple unassociated hospitals. The
radiologists and admins at the Radiology Group should have access to all data, but each Hospital should only view
reports for that hospital.

Montage could be configured in this case with:

• A Group for the Radiology Practice, with permission to all Organizations. All radiologists and admins at the
practice would be placed in this Group.

• A Group per hospital, with the appropriate users from the respective hospitals assigned into those Groups.

2.2.4 Common Issues & Questions

A user does not see any results.

The user is likely not assigned to any Groups that have associated Organizations. Check the User’s page
in the Admin, under “Organization Audit” – most likely there will be a warning that no data will be
displayed.

To fix, add the user to a group with an associated Organization

Is this feature recommended?

The Group Organizations feature is not enabled by default, because it puts extra burden on the adminis-
trators to maintain the Group mappings.

Additionally, for most practices, displaying only subset of the data is not recommended, since it reduces
the benefit of a data mining tool such as Montage. Only after careful consideration of the side-effects
should this feature be enabled.

We have a new Organization since installing Montage, what do we do?

Depending on how the Group-Organization mapping is configured, a Montage administrator must edit the
existing Groups to add the Organization or add an new Group, associating the relevant users with that new
Group.

2.3 Montage Tags

New in version 2.5. Montage Tags provide a method for grouping sets of related types. A Tag by itself is simply an
abstraction that can link to as many items as needed. A Tag appears to the user as just a name and a count, and when
a user searches, the count of every visible Tag is actively updated. When a Tag is clicked, items contained in the Tag
appear in the dialog table. There are two categories of Tags, those created by Montage, often referred to as System
Tags, and those created by administrators called User Tags.

2.3.1 Use Tags

Tag based dialogs have replaced the traditional dialogs and there is no configuration required. The dialogs replaced
are as follows.

• Exam Types

• CPT Codes

• Organizations
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• Ordering Providers

• Reporting Providers

• Point of Care

These dialogs are found in Advanced Search and Analytics.

2.3.2 Manage Tags

System Tags are managed exclusively by Montage. However, User Tags are created, edited, and deleted by the admin-
istrator. To manage Tags, navigate to Admin -> Data -> Tags. Tag names for any particular type are unique, and the
names of Tags managed by Montage are considered reserved. Names which are unavailable include All, Selected, and
Top.

2.4 Data Integrity Checks

Data quality is critical for the accuracy of Montage. The Data Integrity Checks are designed to identify potential
areas that lack the necessary data quality to generate complete and correct results.

The status of these checks should be reviewed often. If a potential problem has been identified, action should be taken.
In some cases the problem can be resolved by using tools already provided in Montage. In other cases, it will be
necessary to contact customer support to resolve the issue.

2.4.1 Integrity Check Management

Integrity Check Status

Integrity Checks automatically run at the end of every week. At any time, an administrator can run integrity checks
individually or as a group. There are 3 levels of severity that any check may produce.

Status Description
Alert Serious condition that needs immediate attention
Warning Can be tolerated (with caution) until a resolution
Pass Check found no problems

If an Alert status is generated, immediate attention is needed, since there may be seriously impact to the usage of
Montage and the results it provides.

A Warning status reflects a less severe problem, that may or may not impact usage of Montage, depending on the site.

A Pass status indicates that the check found no reason for concern.

The status of a particular check may change over time, and therefore, it is important to review the status of checks
periodically.

Administrator Interface

The results of the Integrity Checks are available on the Admin page, which lists any current Alert or Warning statuses,
with a link to the main Integrity Check Dashboard.

From the Integrity Check Dashboard, there is the ability to run all Integrity Checks or an individual Integrity Check.

The dashboard has a lists all checks, providing instructions to resolve, details on impact, and links to relevant docu-
mentation.
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User Display

Certain alert or warning status Integrity Checks, when especially relevant, are displayed to the user in the application
near the top of the page.

2.4.2 Integrity Check Descriptions

The following Integrity Checks are currently available.

Exam Types without CPT Codes Associated

The association between Exam Type and CPT Code (aka “chargemaster”) is critical for operations in Montage. This
check will produce a Warning if more than 5% of Exam types do not have a CPT Code associated. It will Alert if more
than 10% of Exam Types do not have a CPT Code associated.

Relative Value Units (RVUs) are computed based on the linkage between Exam Type -> CPT -> RVU. Therefore, any
report that has an Exam Type that does not have an associated CPT Code will not be including in RVU measurements.

For Montage QC, many of the algorithms use CPT Codes to identify applicable reports or to improve NLP precision
and recall. The PQRS and Follow-up QC will not operate without proper Exam Type to CPT mappings.

If new Exam Types are added over time, please ensure Montage is given a mapping to the relevant CPTs in the
Chargemaster Upload.

Note: For sites that do not use CPT Codes, this check is not relevant and should be disabled. If this check appears
incorrectly, please contact support.

Exam Types without Modality

The association between Exam Type and Modality is critical for operations in Montage. This check identifies if more
than 10% of Exam Types do not have an associated Modality.

As new Exam Types are added over time, please ensure Montage is given a mapping to the relevant Modality in the
Chargemaster Upload.

Note: This check will only alert if it meets the conditions described above and use_modality is configured on at
least 1 index. Otherwise, this check will pass.

Spurious Modalities

The Spurious Modalities check is intended to identify unnecessary repetition in Modality naming. This naming is can
be a source confusion for users. If more than 10 modalities exist this check will produce a Warning.

Montage will import the modality as-is, and as a result, tasks such as filtering will become more arduous for users, if
for example they must select “CT”, “CTI”, and “CAT”

Montage recommends using the Chargemaster Upload to consolidate to a standard set such as “FL” “XR” “MR”
“CT” “US” “DX” “NM” “MG” “PT”. Once the chargemaster is updated, it may be possible to remove the spurious
modalities by contacting support.
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Relative Value Units Outdated

At least once a year the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services publish a an updated mapping of CPT Codes and
their associated Relative Value Units. Montage uses this file compute the value of reports. If an updated version of
this document has not been imported within the last year, it is possible that the RVU calculations made using Montage
Analytics do not accurately reflect the most recent value of the report.

QC Detection

This check will produce a Warning if Montage QC is enabled but no events have been detected in the past week. There
could numerous reasons for why this might occur.
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CHAPTER

THREE

RELEASE NOTES

3.1 Montage 3.0 release notes

Montage 3.0 contains a refreshed User Interface and numerous new features, including:

• Follow-up QC provides detection and tracking of follow-up recommendations made by the radiologist, ensuring
the patient receives the proper care and that the practice is not experiencing leakage.

• QC Analytics expose Montage QC events within Montage Analytics, allowing complex filtering, trend analysis,
and pattern detection

• Montage QC features NLP-improvements as well as new Critical and Mismatch algorithms

• More powerful Search Analyze that allows drilling down and viewing of more results

• Sequential Search enables searching across multiple imaging encounters

• New Data Integrity Check framework allows support and admin personnel to see if there are common data
mismappings (e.g. procedures without CPTs that impact QC performance)

Montage 3.0 also contains numerous usability and performance improvements to Montage Search, Montage Analytics,
and Montage QC.

Montage 3.0 builds upon 2.5.3 Patch Release and prior patch releases.

3.1.1 New User Interface

While remaining familiar, Montage 3.0 introduces a modern refresh to its User Interface. The new interface is respon-
sive, taking better advantage of both larger screens and smaller devices.

In addition to the color and layout changes, you will notice:

• The Tag dialog features several tweaks for a better user experience

• The Report popups are better centered on the screen

• The Dark theme has several adjustments to improve the colors and contrast

• Retina-images are now used for higher pixel density displays

The new user interface is completely mobile-friendly, allowing the full power of Montage from small devices. There-
fore, the limited “Montage Mobile” has been removed.

Note: Montage 3.0 has dropped official support for Internet Explorer 6.0 and 7.0.
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Internet Explorer 8.0 is supported, but lacks native HTML5 support. Montage works around these issues, but an
improved user experience is provided by modern browsers such as Internet Explorer 10/11, Firefox, Chrome, and
Safari.

3.1.2 Montage QC

Since Montage 2.5 the following new Critical Result algorithms are available in Montage 3.0:

• Acute Appendicitis

• Cardiac Tamponade

• Deep Venous Thrombosis

• Depressed Skull Fracture

• Epiglottitis

• Portal Venous Gas

• Necrotizing Fasciitis

• Ruptured/Leaking Aortic Aneurysm

• SVC Syndrome

• Unstable Spine Fracture

• Uterine Rupture

• Volvulus

There is one new Mismatch algorithm:

• Laterality Missing will flag reports that lack an explicit statement of the correct laterality in the report text (e.g.
left report but “left” never mentioned).

The existing algorithm, Laterality Mismatch, is similar but tries to find discrepancies between the assigned
laterality and the report text (e.g. left report but “right” mentioned). Both the missing and mismatch versions
are provided, please look at the one that appropriate for your institutions dictation style.

A complete list of Montage QC Algorithms is available.

Additionally, there are hundreds of adjustments to the NLP of the existing Critical, Mismatch, and PQRS algorithms
based upon feedback.

Montage QC also provides an improved QC Review Process to allow for faster and more accurate reviews of QC
events detected by Montage.

Finally, the Montage Admin now features the ability to hide individual algorithms from display, depending on site
preferences. Not currently exposed in the Admin, but available to support personnel, is the ability to disable algorithms
for certain procedures or when specific wording occurs in the report text.

Follow-up QC

Montage 3.0 introduces the automated detection of follow-up recommendations. Montage’s NLP will extract what
was recommended and when it was recommended.

The recommendation is then presented on a worklist for manual review and adjustment if needed.

When the recommendation is upcoming or past due, it is presented on the respective dashboard.
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The Patient Jacket, viewable in PowerScribe 360 also displays if the patient has any upcoming or past due recommen-
dations.

3.1.3 Montage Search

Montage Search introduces the new Sequential Search and powerful improvements to Search Analyze.

Sequential Search

Sequential Search is a powerful new searching feature that allows you to find patients who have 2 specified imaging
studies within a defined period of time.

One way to think about Sequential Search is “joining” the results of two distinct Montage Search queries and finding
the set of patients who have a result for both queries.

For example, we can find all the patients who had a Chest X-Ray with a positive finding of “pneumothorax”, who also
had a Chest interventional procedure 0-3 days prior.

Search Analyze

In Montage Search, the Analyze button has been powerfully enhanced. The graphs are now clickable, to allow drilling
down. So if you conduct a search for “fracture”, click Analyze, then click “Male” in the Patient Sex graph, it will run
a search for “fracture” for Male patients.

The Graphs now also feature a Show More button in the upper right if the data is truncated, i.e. the Ordering Providers
shows only the top 15 by default, but now clicking on Show More will reveal all the Ordering Providers.

3.1.4 Montage Analytics

Montage 3.0 introduces a number of additions to Montage 3.0:

• QC Analytics

• Customizable Trend Lookback Period, allowing for lookbacks at other intervals than just 1 year

• New ACGME requirements for Residency Dashboard & a fix for the cache missed warning

• Large performance improvement for date filtering

• When Dollar values are loaded into the RVU table, use “Dollars” as the column header and graph axis label

QC Analytics

Using the power of Montage Analytics, you can now analyze, filter, and explore the data produced by Montage QC.
QC Analytics allows you to spot trends (e.g. are our unnotified critical results decreasing over time?) and find patterns
(e.g. is the radiologist with the fastest TAT making the most mismatch errors?).

Four new Measurements:

• Critical Result Events

• Follow-up Recommendations

• Mismatch Events

• PQRS Events
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Three new Concepts:

• Critical Result

• Mismatch

• PQRS

There are also filters for the QC Category and various attributes on the Concepts

3.1.5 Montage Admin

The Montage Admin has several additions for Montage 3.0:

• Data Integrity Checks

• The Tag admin now uses the Tag widget itself for faster and easier creating of new tags. The 15-character limit
on the tag name has been removed.

• The Chargemaster Upload has been improved and features the ability to force recomputation of RVU values for
historical studies after a chargemaster is uploaded

• Improved pagination for faster management

• Ability to hide individual QC Algorithms from display in Montage QC

Data Integrity Checks

Data Integrity Checks is a powerful new framework in which Montage checks for common data integrity issues and
provides tooling, where possible, to try to fix the issues.

3.1.6 Montage REST API

The REST API has several additions, including resource filtering. Contact Montage Support to learn more.

3.1.7 Patch Releases

3.0.1 Patch Release

3.0.1 is bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.5.x to 3.0.1. For sites already on 3.0.0, it
is not urgent to upgrade, unless experiencing an issue that 3.0.1 resolves.

Changes

• Export has been enabled for Sequential Search

• Duplicate rows removed from drill down as well as performance improvements

• Performance improvement to the Follow-up and other QC lists

• Dozens of improvements to the accuracy QC Algorithms based upon review of customer data

• Promoted a number of Critical Results Algorithms to released status:

– Abdominopelvic Abscess

– Active Hemorrhage
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– Active Tuberculosis

– Acute Arterial Occlusion/Stenosis

– Acute Cholecystitis

– Acute Diverticulitis

– Acute Intra-abdominal Hemorrhage

– Brain Herniation

– Dissection

– Nonaccidental Trauma

– Pneumomediastinum

– Pseudoaneurysm

– Testicular/Ovarian Torsion

• Improved Notification Statement detection

• New “Laterality” QC Algorithm algorithm that is highly specific and optimized to reduce False Positives.
The previously available “Laterality Mismatch” and “Laterality Missing” are still available, but in new installs
they will be set to inactive by default. Site Admins can easily enable the laterality algorithm that best works
given the prevailing dictation patterns at their site.

• Upgraded to RVU15D

• Integrity Checks automatically run weekly

• Analytics graphs sorted high to low, to be more consistent with rest of application

3.2 Montage 2.5 release notes

Montage 2.5 contains numerous new features, including:

• New Tag Selector in Advanced Search and Analytics for faster, more powerful filtering

• New Critical algorithms in Montage QC

• Residency Dashboard

• New report-level drilldown from Analytics graphs

• Trend Analysis

• Optional feature to restrict the organizations a user has access to

• Support for Point of Care

• Improved PACS launch with permissions and optional auditing

Montage 2.5 also contains many usability and performance improvements to Montage Search, Montage Analytics, and
Montage QC.

Montage 2.5 builds upon 2.4.6 Patch Release and prior patch releases.
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3.2.1 Montage QC

Three Montage QC algorithms have been promoted out of beta:

• Hemothorax

• Intracranial Hemorrhage

• Unstable Spine Fracture

For the existing algorithms, there have been hundreds of improvements based upon review and customer feedback,
yielding improved QC accuracy. CPT restrictions and the communication phrase detection have been updated as well.

In the review and overview pages, the View Images & Save Report button are now displayed.

3.2.2 Montage Analytics

Montage Analytics includes numerous improvements:

• The filters on the custom graph and dashboards now only run when the new “Apply” button is clicked. Addi-
tionally, a new “Reset” button allows quickly returning to original form state.

• When switching between Measurements on the Custom Graph, the current filter state is now passed along,
avoiding having to reclick the filters.

• The addendum turnaround time is now included by default for the turnaround period selection.

• Technical and Professional RVUs now available

• Display the Exam Type’s description in the Exam Type Dashboard

• The Chart Type is listed alphabetically

• Prefer bar charts for the Custom Graphs over pie and line graphs

• Improved error messages when no data is return

• Montage Tags used for the popup selectors of the Organization, Exam Type, CPT Code, Reporting & Ordering
Providers

• The Reporting Providers dashboard now shows the Report Volume and RVUs compared to the practice’s aver-
age.

Residency Dashboard

Montage can now track progress of residents according to the ACGME requirements. A new dashboard is available
on the Analytics page.

The feature must be enabled by Montage Support in the server configuration.

Additionally, a local site admininstrator must configure the residents in Montage’s Admin, setting the expected grad-
uation date in the Admin > Providers > Edit, in order to compute the Years Post Grad.

Report Drill Down

From the Analytics graphs and tables, users now have the ability to see the underlying reports that contribute to the
statistics. Clicking data points in most charts and Analytics tables, will take you to the new Report List, which allows
viewing of individual reports and the relevant measures at an individual report level.
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Trend Analysis

In addition to Viewing a Custom Graph, users can now view now any Concept and Measurement change between
years, using the “View Trend” button. The trend will take the period defined by the start and end date filters, then
look back over the same period one year ago, computing differences between the current period and prior period. This
feature is useful for referral pattern analysis of ordering providers.

3.2.3 Montage Search

Montage Search has several usability additions:

• Analyze button has an improved layout, a new Modality graph, and shows the top 25 reporting providers

• Multiple Patient Statuses can be selected in Advanced Search

• Montage Tags used for the Advanced Search popups

• Mozilla Firefox goes directly to the selected report in the Patient Record

• The “click to expand” message is only displayed when applicable

• Improved highlighting for quotes and colons

• Improved character support of search characters

• The number of selected CPTs and Organizations are now shown in the Advanced Search

3.2.4 Tags & New Selector

Montage Tags offers a new popup selector interface, allowing searching, sorting, and site-defined groups of “tagged”
exam types, CPT codes, organizations, points of care, ordering and reporting providers.

3.2.5 Group Organizations

A new feature that allows sites to control user access to data from specific Organizations, which is useful for multi-
hospital installs of Montage.

See the Admin documentation for the Group Organizations feature for additional information.

Must be enabled by Montage Support. Adds complexity to the user interface and account setup, so recommend to only
be used when needed.

3.2.6 Point of Care

At a level below Organization, the Point of Care can now be crawled, indexed, and used for filtering. Currently crawler
support exists for IDX, PowerScribe 360, and HL7.

3.2.7 View Images

The View Images button received a number of improvements:

• View Images displayed on all pages showing the “report widget”, not just on Montage Search pages anymore.
Now available in Patient Record, Montage QC, etc.

• New Permission to allow specific users or groups the ability to View Images
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• Ability to have multiple View Image buttons per report

If your site does not currently have a PACS launcher enabled in Montage, contact Montage Support if you are inter-
ested.

3.2.8 Performance Improvements

A number or performance improvements were added as part of Montage 2.5.

• Faster Patient Record page loading

• Reduced memory usage during Excel Export, allowing for increased export limits. Contact Montage Support if
your site needs a higher export limit.

• Backend improvements to report text storage to allow faster analytics performance

• Faster Analytics Graphs for specific conditions that had historically slower than desired performance

3.2.9 Additional Improvements

Montage 2.5 features a number of additional improvements:

• Patient age is displayed in months when under 2 years old

• The Provider name is now ordered by last name & first name

• When exporting to Excel, truncate the filename if very long, to avoid Excel’s maximum path length bug

• Improve the dark theme

• Additional monitoring of system performance

Admin Improvements

The Permissions have been improved as part of 2.5:

• The “Can view PHI” has been split into 2 permissions, “Can View PHI (Patient Name)” and “Can view PHI
(MRN)”. “Can export PHI” is split similarly.

• A new permission protects the Accession number, “Can view PHI (Accession Number)”. By default, all users
get this permission.

• A new permission determines if a user can use the View Images, “Can use External Launchers (e.g. PACS)”

• New permissions for restricting user’s actions and filters: “Can use Reporting Provider Filters” and “Can use
Analyze in Montage Search”

• The Group & User edit pages use checkboxes for the permissions to simplify selection

Additionally, the chargemaster upload now has improved support when not using the download template.

3.2.10 Patch Releases

2.5.1 Patch Release

2.5.1 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.4.x to 2.5.1. For sites already on
2.5.x, it is not urgent to upgrade.
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Bug Fixes

• Avoid issues when using a non-standard Date Event for the Resident concept

• Close the cache miss warning in the Residency Dashboard

• Fix links on the Saved Searches page

• Better handling when a report is re-saved into a folder

• Dozens of algorithm improvements to the Critical Results in Montage QC

• PowerScribe 360 crawler refactored to better performance. Additionally, capture the NPI for radiologists, if
available.

• Improved sorting of tables

• Updated RVU values

• Adjusted headers for the Current Statistics header on the Practice Overview

New Features

• New QC algorithms for Cardiac Tamponade, Depressed Skull Fracture, Epiglottitis, Necrotizing Fasciitis, Rup-
tured/Leaking Aortic Aneurysm, Unstable Spine Fracture, and Uterine Rupture

• Additional crawlers and HL7 profiles

• Allow Provider Role & Location capture via HL7

2.5.2 Patch Release

2.5.2 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.4.x to 2.5.2. For sites already on
2.5.x, it is not urgent to upgrade.

Bug Fixes

• Fix deselect issue in the Tag dialog for older version of IE.

• Improve performance of the IDX crawler.

2.5.3 Patch Release

2.5.3 is bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.4.x to 2.5.3. For sites already on 2.5.x, it
is not urgent to upgrade, unless experiencing an issue that 2.5.3 resolves.

Bug Fixes

• Provider Tags were previously not automatically created for new providers. Now they are generated automat-
ically as new providers are crawled. The upgrade will also ensure any un-tagged providers are alphabetically
tagged.

• Corrected Tag deletion process in the Montage Admin.

• Prevent searching the Patient Record when the patient has no prior records in Montage.
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• Re-added autofocus on the search box

• Improved performance of Custom Graph in Montage Analytics for large sites

• Better support for Addendums in GE IDX crawler

• Improved precision for several Montage QC algorithms based upon customer feedback

• Improve documentation when a user goes to My Dashboard, but lacks a provider linked to the user’s Montage
account

New Features

• Allow retroactive computation of RVUs when uploading a new chargemaster in the Montage Admin

• Laterality Missing algorithm promoted out of beta. It will flag reports that lack an explicit statement of the
correct laterality in the report text (e.g. left report but “left” never mentioned). The existing algorithm, Laterality
Mismatch, is similar but tries to find discrepancies between the assigned laterality and the report text (e.g. left
report but “right” mentioned). Both the missing and mismatch versions are provided, please look at the one that
appropriate for your institutions dictation style.

3.3 Montage 2.4 release notes

3.3.1 Overview

Montage 2.4 features a powerful enhancements, especially to Montage QC and Montage Analytics. Additionally, this
release features a number of requested additions and improvements.

As of our 2.4 release, we highly recommend that a chargemaster is provided, which links procedures to CPTs, allowing
for increased accuracy. Contact Montage Support for assistance, if needed.

3.3.2 Montage QC

Montage QC features a new suite for Physician Quality and Reporting System (PQRS), which will allow practices
to track the relevant radiology metrics, including Bone Scintigraphy, Fluoro Time, Probably Benign Mammo, and
Stenosis Measurement.

The release also includes improvements to the existing Montage QC system:

• Improved precision of algorithms after customer feedback and improved negation checking.

• New Critical Result algorithms (/generated/qc_algorithms).

• Left & Right issues have been combined into the Laterality category. Likewise, Male and Female have been
combined into the Sex category.

• Increased performance when scrolling through large lists of QC events.

• Added the ability to export raw reports as Excel when drilling down into lists of QC events.

• Improved the user interface for older Internet Explorer users

Please note, that all the PQRS require a CPT mapping, while many other QC algorithms now have improved perfor-
mance if provided with a CPT mapping in algorithm precision and usability.

For a full list activated QC Algorithms, see /generated/qc_algorithms.
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3.3.3 Montage Analytics

Montage Analytics features a number of improvements based upon customer feedback.

My Dashboard

Users now have the capability to only see their own Analytics dashboard, without the ability to see other users’
dashboards.

To configure, an administrator must link Provider accounts to User accounts (e.g. so Montage knows user “jsmith”
can see the dashboard for “Jane Smith”). This configuration is done under Admin > Providers > Edit. Additionally,
if a user does not have the permission “Can use Analytics”, the special “Can view own analytics” permission must be
granted to the user (or group of users). The user will then see a “My Dashboard” link appear in the Montage Analytics.

Simple Geoanalytics

Montage 2.4 features the first part of a new geoanalytics feature, which currently allows analysis of patient zip code.
To use, go to Montage Analytics, build a Custom Graph using “Patient Zip” as the Concept.

Note: This feature can be disabled by contacting Montage Support.

If no data is populated, it is possible the crawler is not able to obtain zip code information, contact Montage Support
to see.

Median Turnaround Time

Previously, outliers could drastically skew the mean turnaround time. As of Montage 2.4 the Median Turnaround Time
is now computed. The mean is still available, but median is selected as default in the user interface.

Analyzing & Filtering CPTs

Users are now able to filter by CPT codes in the custom graphs, similar to how Exam Types are filtered. Additionally,
CPT Code is a new Concept available to in the Custom Graph.

Note: If CPTs are not available, they can be disabled in the user interface. Contact Montage Support. However,
providing and using a chargemaster is highly recommended.

Selecting Date Event for Filtering

Previously, using the Start Date and End Date filters in Montage Analytics, the event being filtered was set to a
meaningful time-point for the graph, but was not transparent to the user. As of this release, the user can now see and
edit the “Date Event”, a separate box below the Start Date and End Date filters.

For instance, if you wish to have the date filters correspond to the Ordered event instead of Exam Completed event,
you can now do so.

One benefit now is that Residents can now be analyzed in the Reporting Provider Custom Graphs by using the “Pre-
liminary Report” Date Event.
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Day of Week and Hour of Day Filtering

Montage Analytics now supports the ability to filter by specific days of the week and hours of the day, allowing for
example, comparison of Weekday vs Weekend Volume by Radiologist or comparison of business hours to to Weekend
analysis

Export Summary to Excel

Users can now export to Excel the summary information displayed in the Custom Graphs via “Export Graph Summary”
button next to the existing “Export Report Data” button at top. “Export Graph Summary” will provide the same
information that you see in the Table graph type, but in Excel format.

Additional UI Improvements

Montage Analytics in the 2.4 release brings the Custom Graph to the Analytics landing page and pre-populates with a
common choice, to avoid extra clicks.

The Practice Overview, Reporting Provider Dashboard, & Ordering Provider Dashboard now feature additional graphs.

3.3.4 Administration

Chargemaster Import

Montage now includes the ability for a site administrator to manage the Exam mapping to CPTs and Modality. Under
Admin > Chargemaster > Import, you have the ability to download the current mapping as XLS, edit the mapping,
and re-upload it.

Note: Modifying the Modality mapping potentially requires disabling the mapping in the crawler (to prevent manually
mappings from being overridden). Contact Montage Support to ensure the crawler is correctly configured.

User - Provider Linking

As described in the new My Dashboard feature, the site administrator, under Admin > Providers > Edit, can map User
accounts to Provider instances (e.g. so the user “jsmith” can see “Jane Smith’s” dashboard).

3.3.5 Additional Improvements

Montage 2.4 includes a number of additional usability improvements and backend bugfixes, including:

• CPT & RVUs are now included in the Excel export

• Improved Addendum support for PowerScribe 360

• Patient age is visible in the search results

• An improved layout for multiple select boxes in the Advanced Search page

• Additional UI improvements for older Internet Explorer versions

• Export to Excel buttons are now hidden if a user lacks the “Can export to Excel” permission

• Avoid odd file extensions for search export when no query phrase is present
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• Improved page rendering performance, especially on Windows-based servers

• Easier navigation back when encountering a permission denied error

Warning: Microsoft is ending extended support for Windows XP as of April 14, 2014. If your organization has
no plans to migrate from Windows XP by that date (or will still be using Internet Explorer 6, Internet Explorer 7,
or Internet Explorer 8), please contact Montage Support, so that we are aware for future Montage releases.

3.3.6 Patch Releases

2.4.1 Patch Release

2.4.1 is minor bug fix release, resolving several UI items. All sites are recommended to use 2.4.1 instead of 2.4.0

Bug Fixes

• Resolve issue in password reset link when email resets are not enabled.

• Display the QC review comment on the review page.

• On the Exam Type Dashboard, show the exam description in addition to the exam code.

• Resolve several small typos in the UI.

2.4.2 Patch Release

2.4.2 is minor bug fix release, addressing several customer-specific crawler requests and resolving several minor UI
items. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.3.x to 2.4.2. For sites already on 2.4.1, it is not urgent to
upgrade.

Bug Fixes

• Fix bug that prevents Firefox from going directly to a report anchor in the patient jacket.

• Don’t display the cache missed warning when navigating back in the browser.

• Improve capture of very late signs / addendums in syngo.

• Enforce integer provider IDs from IDX.

• Spell-suggestion dictionary creation now available on Windows

• Removed change_password backport from the server admin, since it is not fixed upstream.

• Remove blank CPT code from system from a odd line in the RVU import.

• Allow ordering of Exam Type popup by Description (requires server settings change).

• Sort Providers by last name, then first name.

2.4.3 Patch Release

2.4.3 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.3.x to 2.4.3. For sites already on
2.4.1, it is not urgent to upgrade.
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Bug Fixes

• Remove bug that restricted analytics to the “rad” index.

• Correct link in Admin back to the Exam Code page.

• Apply filter to reports when exporting to Excel in analytics.

• A number of tweaks to the negation algorithm to improve the accuracy of Montage QC.

• Improved accuracy of notification detection when using “reviewed”

2.4.4 Patch Release

2.4.4 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.3.x to 2.4.4. For sites already on
2.4.x, it is not urgent to upgrade.

Bug Fixes

• Improved accuracy of notification detection when using “reviewed”, when in presence of resident / attending
statement.

• Improve Syngo mapping (ordered timestamp, smarter text merging).

• Adjust ClearCanvas to pull from ReportText, falling back to ReportContent.

2.4.5 Patch Release

2.4.5 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.3.x to 2.4.5. For sites already on
2.4.x, it is not urgent to upgrade.

Bug Fixes

• Accuracy improvements for several QC algorithms based upon feedback and review.

• Ability to handle duplicated exam codes.

• Only show “click to expand” hover message when appropriate.

• Improve resiliency of chargemaster upload when copy and pasting into chargemaster template.

• Improve performance of Analytics page loading and when performing complex queries.

2.4.6 Patch Release

2.4.6 is minor bug fix release. For most sites, it is recommended to upgrade from 2.3.x to 2.4.6. For sites already on
2.4.x, it is not urgent to upgrade.

Bug Fixes

• Allow empty exam descriptions in the crawler.
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• Forcefully clear the prior user’s session when auto-launching from PowerScribe 360. This was only an issue
when a second user does not have a linked account in Montage.

Note that if a user had previously been using PowerScribe 360 to launch Montage, but her username was not
the same between the two systems (and was thus manually logging into Montage once per session), she will
now be prompted to manually log in on every new search or patient jacket. In this case, we recommend that the
usernames be made consistent between PowerScribe 360 and Montage.

New Features

• Support overlapping Accession Numbers from different Organizations.

• Support overlapping Medical Record Numbers from different Organizations (requires setting change).

• Back-ported 2.5 feature to display the age in months when the patient is under 3 months old.

3.4 Montage 2.3 release notes

3.4.1 Overview

Montage 2.3 features Montage QC as well as a number of usability and performance improvements and to the Search
and Analytics:

• New search capabilities include full-text stemming and section-restrictions

• Precomputation of common analytics

3.4.2 Montage QC

Montage QC is an automated tool for detecting common reporting issues using Montage’s powerful natural language
processing. As Montage crawls reports, it will run its suite of NLP algorithms to detect common issues and display
these issues in a dashboard.

As part of the beta, the laterality and gender checks are enabled, as well as a number of critical result checks. There
are a number of additional algorithms in development and validation that will be part of future Montage releases.
These algorithms use complex natural language processing that has been validated at multiple systems, however, it
is expected that there will be some misidenfitications. If there are common failures of Montage QC, you can contact
Montage Support to discuss the cases to work to improve the detections

3.4.3 Montage Search

Full-Text Stemming

Prior to Montage 2.3, searching for fracture may not find cases where fractures (plural) was used. As of 2.3, Montage
turns on word stemming, so which will index the morphological root of each word and allow searching by any form
of the word.

Montage 2.3 also introduces the new Exact Form operator to disable stemming while searching, e.g. to ignore “tumor”
(singular):

=tumors
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Limit Search to Specific Report Sections

While the Impression & Indication Searching was present as an experimental feature in version 2.2, it is now a fully
supported features in version 2.3 via the @indication and @impression field operators.

An improvement since 2.2, the @indication and @impression are now supported in the Maximize Positive
Findings filter.

Search End Date now Inclusive

The Montage Search End Date filter is now inclusive of the date, matching how end date filter in Montage Analytics
has worked. For example, selecting 2013-01-31 will now returns studies that occurred at anytime during the 31st
(essentially anything before 2013-02-01 00:00:00), whereas prior to version 2.3, the cutoff was 2013-01-31 00:00:00.

3.4.4 Montage Analytics

Precomputation of Common Analytics

Building upon the revamped Montage Analytics from version 2.2, Montage 2.3 automatically learns what analytics
matter at your site and automatically precomputes them to make the analytics amazingly fast.

The new precomputation system tracks what graphs and filters are commonly requested. After crawling report data,
Montage will automatically compute these common graphs and filters, caching the results, so when an user logs into
Montage, many of the graphs will be already be built and can be delivered to the browser in less than a second.

Smart Date Filtering

In the Start Date and End Date filters, instead of picking an exact date like Jan 1st, 2013, the improved date selector
allows you to pick a Smart Date, like “today”, “7 days ago”, “30 days ago”, “6 months ago”, or “1 year ago”.

Smart Dates allow you to define the intent of your filter, so that the Analytics Cache can be pre-built with relevant
data. For example, are you interested in the last 30 days or always looking at an exact date range (e.g. Jan 15th to Feb
15th).

Smart Dates also improve the ability to create Permalinks that will update to the relevant data.

Interface Improvements

Montage 2.3 features a number of user interface improvements:

• Progress “spinners” when waiting on graphs to load.

• Tabs for historical & daily analytics in dashboards (only enabled at sites with real-time data feed)

• Turnaround Times included in Excel export

• Exam Descriptions used in Analytics tables

• Reporting provider graph in Search Analytics

• Date Interval custom graph shows better formatting of dates when using alternative intervals
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3.4.5 Crawlers

• Added support for Siemens Syngo RIS

• Updated PowerScribe 360 & RadWhere crawlers to obtain Residents who generate a preliminary report

• Extract modifiers from exam descriptions for eRIS. Automatically crawl Modality.

• Store HL7 for easier re-processing

• GE IDX Crawler

• Includes the Scheduled, Ordered, and Exam Started timestamps. Fixes issues with Ordering Provider Dash-
board.

• Improved performance by removing unnecessary database join.

• Pull resident, since no longer inserted into Transcriber field

3.4.6 Purpose of Use

For sites using the “Purpose for Use” feature, users can now be required to select a purpose upon every login.

Sites can now also configuring the message that is displayed on the purpose selection page.

Additionally, sites can configure purposes to “expire”, thus allowing a purpose to become unusable after a certain date
(e.g. and IRB expires on Jan 31st).

3.4.7 Radimetrics

• Use Montage-specific response type from Radimetrics API

• Store additional dose metrics

3.4.8 Bug & Other Fixes

Montage 2.3 features a number of additional bug fixes and improvements, including:

• Resolved issues resetting password when specific conditions met

• Preserve the Age filters when conducting subsequent searches

• Updated to the new Yottalook Image API

• Renamed “Saved Cases” to “Saved Reports” to improve consistency

• Improved security (upgrade of libraries and resistance to server fingerprinting)

• Improved section highlighting & highlighting of BI-RADS in the report text

• Resolved slow Ordering / Reporting Provider filters in Advanced Search caused when huge number of providers
exist and using an older version of Internet Explorer (8 and earlier).

• Fix “duplicate” years of RVU and Volume in Dashboards (correctly filter the current year).

• Automatically run database maintenance tasks weekly.

• Browser performance optimization for Provider filters (older IE versions).
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3.4.9 Experimental Features

• Cumulative TAT analytics report

• Montage QC

3.4.10 Patch Releases

2.3.1 Patch Release

2.3.1 is minor bug fix release for a limited set of customers. Unless affected by a patched issue below, 2.3.0 is sufficient.

Bug Fixes

• Case insensitive laterality parsing from the exam description for sites that lack a proper exam modifier. 2.3.0’s
parsing was not case insensitive.

• Support for RHEL Workstation in addition to RHEL Server.

• Use Windows 1252 encoding for ynhh crawler.

2.3.2 Patch Release

2.3.2 is a security and bug fix release. It includes 2 medium-priority security patches, several backend fixes, and a
resolution to a high-priority Javascript issue for users of Internet Explorer 10.

All customers running using HTTPS on their Montage server or actively using IE 10 are highly suggested to upgrade.
For other customers, an upgrade is recommended, but not mandatory unless experiencing one of the patched issues.

Security Fixes

As a preventative step, Montage has proactively sought to mitigate two issues which were announced recently and
affect many web applications, not just Montage. There are no known active attacks against this issues.

• Protect against BREACH attack by disabling GZip compression both in the application and in the webserver.
All customers running with HTTPS enabled are recommended to upgrade.

• Upgraded to latest release of an external dependency. Prevents possible unsafe redirects via a javascript:
URL.

Bug Fixes

• Resolve a Javascript exception in Internet Explorer 10. The exception effectively reduces the ability to interact
with dynamic content on the pages. Caused by an external sparklines library not being compatible with IE10.

• Allow unicode queries to Yottalook.

• More robust clearing of expired Graph Cache. For huge caches, it was possible that the cache would not be
cleared.

• Run check to ensure database has been upgraded per server instructions from 2.3.0 release.

• Handle truncated AEHN pathology HL7.

• Disable automatic re-indexing during RPM upgrade.
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3.5 Montage 2.2 release notes

3.5.1 Overview

Montage 2.2 features a completely revamped Analytics as well as numerous performance and usability improvements:

• Powerful new Analytics dashboards and drill-downs

• Faster Search with new filter capabilities

• Improved integrations for mutual Radimetrics and PowerScribe 360 customers

Montage 2.2 builds upon the 2.1.5 Patch Release.

3.5.2 Analytics

The major new feature in Montage 2.2 is the completely redesigned Analytics. Montage Analytics exposes a number
of new dashboards, graphs, and filters, while laying the groundwork for future improvements. These features allow
the user to quickly view the practice’s measures, while being able to drill down on specific details.

The core of the redesigned Montage Analytics in the “Custom Graph Builder”, from which all dashboards are built.

The Graph Builder allows a wide range of new Concepts (X-axis) and Measurements (Y-axis). Concepts include:

• Organization

• Modality

• Exam Type

• Reporting Provider

• Ordering Provider

• Patient Gender

• Stat / Non-stat

• Inpatient / Outpatient / ED

• Date Interval

• Date Groups (e.g Volume by “Day of Week” or “Hour of Day”)

Measurements include:

• Report Volume

• Turn around time (using user-defined endpoints)

• Relative Value Units (where configured)

Filters include:

• Start Date / End Date

• Organization

• Modality

• Exam Type

• Reporting Provider

• Ordering Provider
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• Patient Gender

• Stat / Non-stat

• Inpatient / Outpatient / ED

Using the Graph Builder, several dashboards are part of Montage 2.2:

• Practice Overview

• Organization Dashboard

• Modality Dashboard

• Reporting Provider Dashboard

• Ordering Provider Dashboard

• Exam Type Dashboard

The Montage 2.2 Analytics greatly improves the user’s ability to drill into the data. However, if Montage does not
provide the exact breakdown a user needs, the user now has the ability to export the raw reports and their meta-data to
Excel (within limits).

Montage 2.2 also introduces the ability to directly save or print graphs (due to browser-based limitations, some file
formats require a modern browser, such as Firefox, Chrome, or IE 9, to convert the browser-based graph into a raster
image).

In addition to the user-facing improvements, the backend computation of TAT and RVU has been dramatically im-
proved by pre-computing these values for each report during the crawling, instead of at time of analysis.

3.5.3 Search

Search within Montage 2.2 includes the ability to search and filter by additional fields, including:

• Stat/Non-stat

• Patient Status (i.e. Inpatient/Outpatient/ED)

• CPT code

• Effective Radiation Dose (part of the new Radimetrics integration.

A number of user-facing performance improvements are also included in Montage 2.2:

• 10-20x speed improvement in display and export of search results. The default export limit has therefore been
increased from 5k to 10k rows.

• Increased efficiency when displaying RadLex Related Terms about the current search

• Massive speedup in the Advanced Search when selecting Ordering and Reporting providers

The search engine indexer also received several performance improvements that will allow for faster indexing.

3.5.4 Radimetrics

For Montage customers who also use Radimetrics eXposure™, Montage can provide search-driven analysis of radia-
tion exposure. The integration includes:

• A unified view from within Montage of the per-exam and culumative dose

• Search-driven analytics of population-level dose over time, as well as dose by age, procedure, and organ system

• Filtering of Montage search results by the effective dose
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• Links out to the eXposure application for more advanced per-study dose analysis

3.5.5 PowerScribe 360

For customers using Montage integrated in Nuance’s PowerScribe 360, there are two main usability improvements:

• The autologin feature now performs a case-insensitive username check (useful for sites utilizing ActiveDirec-
tory).

• Friendlier page when a patient’s jacket lacks reports (no longer states that “page is not found”).

3.5.6 Crawlers

In addition to numerous client-specific crawler improvements, Montage 2.2 introduces a backport of the PowerScribe
360 crawler for Nuance RadWhere customers.

3.5.7 Additional Improvements

Montage 2.2 also includes a number of improvements to page layout and service robustness.

3.6 Montage 2.1 release notes

3.6.1 What’s New

• Group by Patient. Instead of searching at the level of individual reports, you can find the number of patients
matching the search query.

• Quick filter by Modality on the search results page.

• Allow filtering by all the providers who prelim, finalize, or provide an addendum and by all the providers who
are part of the order. Previously only the first finalizing provider and first ordering provider were filter-able.

• Allow search filtering by age

• Compression & minification of static assets for faster page loading.

• When grouping by patient age, bin ages depending on the median of ages. If median is less than 20 years, single
year bins are used. Otherwise, 10 year bins are used.

• Use the Modality, if available, in the patient timeline instead of the exam code

• Display the modality, if available, for each report.

• Allow Boolean terms (AND, OR, and NOT) in addition to Boolean operators (&, | , -).

• OpenSearch descriptor provides browser search plugin.

• Custom user groups and ability the define permissions at the user or group level. Ability to limit access to
analytics.

• Links to external sites open in new window/tab by default.

• Allow uploading of a custom image to be displayed on the login page.

• Gather and report site statistics

• Automatically clean out-dated data, such as deleted notifications and expired Recent Searches
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• Improved access control system allows assigning permissions to individual users or groups of users

• Modality & Provider dashboards

• Age graph on search analytics page

• Introduce new account creation & password reset workflow that eliminates the need for an SMTP server to
generate reset link emails. Reset link emails are still prefered over the new workflow, but the new workflow
eliminates provides support when in environments where Montage server was unable to send emails.

• Crawler support for eRIS, HL7, CSV, XML, PowerScribe 360, RadWhere

• Updated the Montage End-User License Agreement

• New resources in REST API for performing searches

• Ability to create site-specific pages

• Ability to customize “snippets” inside application and add customer footer links

• Ability for site to require that users accept a customer-specific license.

• Ability for site to require users to identify the “Purpose” or reason why the user is using Montage.

• Support for Windows Server 2008 R2.

• Improved support for using ActiveDirectory / LDAP as primary source for authentication.

• Simplified user account creation process.

• Use Chrome Frame when available. Can be disabled at the site-level.

• Improved accuracy of Maximize Positive Findings Filter.

• Improved report syntax highlighting

• “Did you mean” preserves Boolean syntax

• Fixed import of datetimes when the datetime occurs during Daylight Savings Time. Re-import is suggested to
adjust any timestamps that are one-hour off.

• Better indication of search syntax errors, instead of showing generic error page.

• When appropriate, ignore the task queue results to improve processing performance

• Allow unicode characters to be exported into CSV

3.6.2 Patch Releases

2.1.1 Patch Release

Bug Fixes

• Fix crawler caching bug when first record has error. #353

• Support MRNs with non-standard characters. #354

2.1.2 Patch Release

Bug Fixes

• Explicitly prevent crawler obtaining a database lock when crawling PowerScribe 360. #364
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• Ignore rows lacking a Procedure in PowerScribe 360. #369

• Protect against null names in PowerScribe. #420

• Prevent duplicate usernames with alternative cases. #402

• For PowerScribe 360 credential-passing, perform case-insensitive username match. #403

• Allow PowerScribe specific crawler configuration options (e.g. use_site_location_as_organization
flag, and is_stat & patient_status maps)

• Map addition PowerScribe fields (modality, ordering info, a few new timestamps, is stat, patient status). #368

• Upgrade to latest web framework release.

• Improvements to database inspector.

It is recommended that PowerScribe 360 installations perform a full recrawl to include the newly mapped fields in the
index.

2.1.3 Patch Release

Bug Fixes

• Avoid provider ID collisions in PowerScribe 360 by namespacing the IDs. #433

For any sites running 2.1.2, it is recommend to perform a full recrawl so that the correct provider IDs can be used.

2.1.4 Patch Release

Bug Fixes

• Allow null MRNs when crawling PowerScribe 360. #443

2.1.5 Patch Release

Bug Fixes

• Advanced Search

– Performance improvement of Ordering / Reporting selection on Advanced Search page. #70

– Handle large lists of organizations gracefully in Advanced Search. #401

– Improve spacing on advanced search checkboxes. #385

• Patient Record

– Display date picker and autocomplete on Patient Record. #457

– Correct drill down links in the patient timeline. #459

– Friendlier page when Montage lacks prior reports for a patient. No longer display a 404 Not Found error.
#444.

• Analytics

– Prevent “stuck” dates in the analytics form. #492

– Remove unnecessary “Series 3” from Modality Volume. #506.
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• General Crawling / Indexing

– Improve memory consumption during indexing. #510

– Reflect changes to procedure & provider mappings when re-crawling. #441

• PowerScribe 360 / RadWhere

– Modify modality crawl to obtain data from Nuance’s charge master. #512

– Improve crawler performance by remove null check in database. #471

– Fix timezone-related auto-login issue from PS360 into Montage. #431

– Backport of PowerScribe 360 crawler features into RadWhere crawler. #221, #222, #490

3.7 Montage 2.0 release notes

3.7.1 What’s New

• Pathology & PathRad searching now has the same features as Radiology searching, including Maximize Posi-
tives and Analytics.

• Export results to Excel XLS

• Improved search analytics. Removed 2000 report limit, can now analyze searches with millions of matching
reports.

• LDAP support (Active Directory, Novel eDirectory, etc.)

• Improved security. User input is sanitized, eliminating Cross Site Scripting and SQL inject attacks.

• Improved performance with caching

• Web-based administration for local Montage administrators to control how Montage works

• RadLex Tree view shows parent and child terms to the current search term

• Site-specific integration into web-based PACs viewers or similar pathology image viewers

• Patient-Record view shows all the reports for a given patient

• Search within a single patient’s records

• Export all Saved Cases or a specific folder

• Clean URLs. No file extensions display. Only display relevant querystring parameters.
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FOUR

ABOUT MONTAGE

Montage provides enterprise search and performance analytics for radiology. Visit montagehealthcare.com for more
information.

4.1 Montage End-User License Agreement

YOU SHOULD READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE INSTALLING OR USING
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT. THIS END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“EULA”) IS A LEGAL AGREE-
MENT BETWEEN YOU (INCLUDING ALL USERS OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT AT YOUR INSTITUTION),
THE END USER, AND MONTAGE HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS, INC. (“MONTAGE”) FOR THE MONTAGE
PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT NAMED “MONTAGE SOFTWARE,” WHICH INCLUDES COMPUTER
SOFTWARE AND MAY INCLUDE ASSOCIATED MEDIA, PRINTED MEDIA, AND “ON-LINE” OR ELEC-
TRONIC DOCUMENTATION (COLLECTIVELY, THE “SOFTWARE PRODUCT”). BY INSTALLING, COPY-
ING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS
OF THIS EULA. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS EULA, YOU MAY NOT INSTALL, COPY,
DOWNLOAD OR USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT. YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

4.1.1 1. OWNERSHIP

It is hereby understood and agreed that Montage Health Solutions, Inc., a Delaware corporation with offices at 3711
Market Street, 8th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19104 (Licensor) is the owner of all right title and interest to the Software
Product, regardless of the media or form of the original download, whether by the World Wide Web, disk or otherwise.
You, as licensee (Licensee) through your downloading, installing, copying or use of this product do not acquire any
ownership rights to the Software Product.

4.1.2 2. GENERAL

The Software Product is licensed, not sold, to you by Montage for use only under the terms of this EULA. The Software
Product is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws
and treaties. The rights granted herein are limited to Montage’s and its licensors’ intellectual property rights in the
Software Product and do not include any other patents or intellectual property rights. The terms of this EULA will
govern any software upgrades provided by Montage, directly or through its reseller, that replace and/or supplement
the original Software Product, unless such upgrade is accompanied by a separate license in which case the terms of
that license will govern.
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4.1.3 3. SOFTWARE PRODUCT

This paragraph sets out the components of the product which will be covered by the license. The Software Product, as
used in this EULA, means, collectively and/or as applicable:

1. The Software Product package;

2. Any and all contents, components, attachments, software, media, and code with which this Agreement is pro-
vided and delivered via the Web Site or otherwise;

3. Any and all images, photographs, art, art work, clip art, fonts or other artistic works related to the Software
Product (the “Art Work”);

4. Related explanatory written materials and instructions, and any other possible documentation related thereto
(“Documentation”); and

5. Upgrades, modified versions, updates, additions and copies of the Software Product (the “Upgrades”), if any,
licensed to by Montage under this EULA.

4.1.4 4. GRANT OF LICENSE AND RESTRICTIONS.

1. Montage grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable site license to install the Software Product on one (1)
server or virtual machine and use the Software Product, unless more than one license is purchased.

2. Montage authorizes the End-User to make one (1) copy of the Software Product as an archival backup copy,
provided End-User’s backup copy is not installed or used on any computer, unless more than one license is
purchased. Any other copies you make or authorize are in violation of this EULA.

3. Unless provided otherwise in the Documentation or by prior express written consent of Montage, you shall
not display, modify, reproduce and distribute any Art Work, or portion(s) thereof, included with or relating to
the Software Product, if any. Any such authorized display, modification, reproduction and distribution shall be
in full accord with this EULA. Under no circumstances will your use, display, modification, reproduction and
distribution of the Art Work give you any Intellectual Property or Proprietary Rights of the Art Work. All rights,
title, and interest belong solely to Montage.

4. Except for the initial loading of the Software Product on a hard disk or other permanent storage media for
archival/backup purposes as provided for above, you shall not, without Montage’s express written consent

(a) Copy or reproduce the Software Product;

(b) Electronically transfer the Software Product through a LAN (local area network) or other network system
or “bulletin board” systems; or

(c) Modify, adapt, or create derivative works based on the Software Product or any accompanying materials.

4.1.5 5. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS.

1. From time to time, at Montage’s sole discretion, Montage may provide you with support services related to the
Software Product (“Support Services”). Montage reserves the right to alter, suspend, and terminate the Support
Services at any time and for any reason. Use of Support Services is governed by this EULA.

2. Any supplemental software, code, content, or media pertaining to the Software Product, which is provided to
you in the course of Support Services or any support plan (with respect to the Software Product) offered by
an authorized Montage reseller, shall be considered part of the Software Product and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA.

3. Montage retains all right, title, and interest in and to the Software Product, and any rights not granted to you
herein are reserved by Montage. You hereby expressly agree not to extract information, reverse engineer, dis-
assemble, decompile, or translate the Software Product, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code of the
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Software, except to the extent allowed under any applicable law. In the event that such activities are permitted by
applicable law, any information you, or your authorized agent, discover shall be promptly disclosed to Montage
and shall be deemed the confidential information of Montage.

4. You shall not modify, sublicense, assign, or transfer the Software Product or any rights under this EULA. Any
attempt to modify, sublicense, assign, or transfer any of the rights, duties, or obligations under this EULA will
be void.

5. Diagnostic monitoring of the Montage server is performed for server performance and activity and reported
electronically to Montage. Data includes Operating System and application version, License information, server
identification, server performance metrics, number of search and analytics queries, total number of reports, and
number of active users.

4.1.6 6. TERM AND TERMINATION

1. The license granted hereunder shall be either (i) for a stated term (a “Term License”) or (ii) for no stated term (an
“At-Will License”). At the time of purchase, you shall specify if you are purchasing a “Term License” or an “At-
Will License”. This License is effective until terminated. Licensee may terminate it at any time by destroying the
Software Product with all copies, full or partial, and removing all of its component parties; provided, however,
that in the case of a Term License, Licensee shall continue to be obligated to pay any remaining licensee fees or
royalties for the balance of the original term of the licenses.

2. Your rights under this EULA will terminate automatically without notice from Montage if you fail to comply
with any term(s) or condition(s) of this EULA. In such event, no notice shall be required by Montage to effect
such termination.

3. Upon termination of this EULA, you shall cease all use of the Software Product and destroy all copies, full or
partial, together with all backup copies, modifications, printed or written materials, and merged portions in any
form and remove all component parts of the Software Product.

4.1.7 7. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

1. Montage shall retain all right, title, and interest in the Software Product and to any modifications or improve-
ments made thereto, and any upgrades, updates or Documentation provided to End-User. End-User will not
obtain any rights in the Software Product, its updates, upgrades, and Documentation, as a result of its responsi-
bilities hereunder.

2. Montage does not claim any right, title or interest in any End-User content which may be accessed through use
of the Software Product. This EULA cannot and does not grant any rights to use such content.

3. End-User acknowledges Montage’s exclusive rights in the Software Product and that the Software Product is
unique and original to Montage and that Montage is owner thereof. Unless otherwise permitted by law, End-
User shall not, at any time during or after the effective Term of the Agreement, dispute or contest, directly or
indirectly, Montage’s exclusive right and title to the Software Product or the validity thereof.

4. End-User shall not attempt to develop any software product that contains the “look and feel” of any of the
Software Product. Nor will End-User reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the Software Product.

5. You must not remove, shield, cover or alter any portion of copyright notices on any and all copies of Montage.

4.1.8 8. EXPORT LAW ASSURANCES

You may not use or otherwise export or re-export the Software Product except as authorized by United States law and
the laws of the jurisdiction in which the Software Product was obtained. In particular, but without limitation, the Soft-
ware Product may not be exported or re-exported (a) into (or to a nation or resident of) any U.S. embargoed countries
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or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department’s list of Specially Designated Nationals or the U.S. Department of
Commerce Denied Person’s List or Entity List. By installing or using any component of the Software Product, you
represent and warrant that you are not located in, under control of, or a national or resident of any such country or on
any such list.

4.1.9 9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS AT YOUR
SOLE RISK AND THAT THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, ACCU-
RACY AND EFFORT IS WITH YOU. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, AND MONTAGE AND MONTAGE’S AFFILIATES (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS “MON-
TAGE” FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTIONS 9 AND 10) HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND
CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATU-
TORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF MER-
CHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCU-
RACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. MONTAGE DOES
NOT WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS,
THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, OR
THAT DEFECTS IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE CORRECTED. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFOR-
MATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY MONTAGE OR A MONTAGE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SHALL
CREATE A WARRANTY. SHOULD THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE
ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO
NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIMITATION ON APPLICABLE STATU-
TORY RIGHTS OF A CONSUMER, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU. MONTAGE MAKES NO WARRANTYS WITH RESPECT TO ANY HARM THAT MAY BE CAUSED BY
A COMPUTER VIRUS, WORM, TIME BOMB, LOGIC BOMB, OR OTHER SUCH COMPUTER PROGRAM.

4.1.10 10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MONTAGE, ITS
AFFILIATES OR LICENSEES, BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUEN-
TIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSI-
NESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY OTHER PE-
CUNIARY LOSS) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR
THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES, EVEN IF MONTAGE HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN ANY CASE, MONTAGE’S ENTIRE LIABILITY
UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY
YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT PROVIDED HOWEVER, IF YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO A SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT, MONTAGE’S ENTIRE LIABILITY REGARDING SUPPORT SERVICES SHALL BE
GOVERNED BY THE TERMS OF THAT AGREEMENT. BECAUSE SOME STATES AND JURISDICTIONS DO
NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT AP-
PLY TO YOU. In no event will Montage be liable for loss of data or for indirect, special, incidental, consequential
(including lost profit), or other damages based in contract, tort or otherwise. Montage shall have no liability with
respect to the content of the software products or any part thereof, including but not limited to errors or omissions
contained therein, libel, infringements of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights, business interruption, personal
injury, loss of privacy, moral rights or the disclosure of confidential information.
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4.1.11 11. CONTROLLING LAW AND SEVERABILITY

This EULA will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. This EULA
shall not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the applica-
tion of which is expressly excluded. If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision, or portion
thereof, to be unenforceable, the remainder of this EULA shall continue in full force and effect.

4.1.12 ALL RIGHTS NOT EXPRESSLY GRANTED HEREIN ARE RESERVED BY
MONTAGE
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FIVE

MONTAGE GLOSSARY

metadata Structured elements associated with a report, such as the reporting provider’s name, the time the exam is
completed, the organization where the study was performed.
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